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Abstract
IPTV, software replication, and other large scale content distribution services
raise the need for fast and efficient content delivery mechanisms in underlay
as well as overlay networks. Multicast, the natural approach on the network
layer, has not been deployed globally, and solutions are pushed to the application layer. For a flexible, sustainable deployment the distribution mechanisms in use should scale up to many thousand group members and provide
predictable performance to dynamically adjust to actual performance requirements. In this paper, we present a rigorous analytical model complemented by
extensive simulations for content delivery on prefix-based overlay trees. We examine BIDIR-SAM, a generic multicast distribution scheme guided by prefixes
that allow for late next-hop binding. Our evaluation quantitatively substantiates all major performance aspects. We derive the distribution functions of
hop counts, packet replication loads, as well as all relevant cost measures, which
scale logarithmically with network and receiver sizes. Prefix-based content delivery exhibits a churn resistance similar to the underlying key-based routing
layer and a multicast efficiency scaling factor close to native group communication protocols. These results make the approach especially suitable for large
and very large content groups.
Keywords: Content delivery and management on the Internet; Dynamic
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content delivery and adaptive CDNs; P2P Networks

1. Introduction
Large-scale content distribution is a distinguished technical and economical
challenge of many facets. IPTV, Video on Demand (VoD), or collaborative
social platforms like video chats (e.g., Stickam) place real-time demands of low
latency and jitter on the distribution system, while file sharing, Web caching
and software replication rely more on efficient, reliable data dissemination and
retrieval. Conjointly all content distribution systems need to be highly scalable
and should organize data transmission in a provider-friendly way. For any such
system, a strong advantage must be seen in a behaviour that is predictable in
detail and based on rigorous performance measures. Following this insight, we
present a thorough performance analysis with analytically rigorous results and
large-scale simulations for the group distribution problem.
Originally, network layer multicast [1] has been designed to deliver data on
shortest paths to an unlimited number of receivers. IP multicast would be the
most efficient solution for distributing data to content replicas, middlebox caches
or end systems. However, providers remain hesitant to globally deploy native
multicast, and it thus does not find its role as an inter-domain content delivery
service. Overlay distribution schemes, which have been designed and deployed in
manifold ways, neither meet the transmission quality nor the routing efficiency
of IP multicast. Hence the search continues for mechanisms to spread content
faster, more efficiently, reliably, and provider-friendly across a large number of
recipients. In recent years, research and development has diverged to address
application-centric solutions separate from infrastructure-assisted approaches.
In typical deployment scenarios, application layer multicast [2] is optimized for
network access constraints, i.e., upload capacity and NAT traversal, whereas
content overlay infrastructures follow a server-centric paradigm. Corresponding
content delivery of group data within the Internet is traditionally deployed by
content delivery networks (CDNs) that replicate data of a well-defined content
source towards servers close to the end-users. Content ISPs and end-users attached to eyeball ISPs remain decoupled. To deliver data efficiently between
end-users without dedicated support on the network layer, peer-to-peer (P2P)
networks have been introduced. Overlays created by P2P networks spawn a
virtual content network.
In this work, we argue that content networking should not focus on either
content providers or end-users, but consider content delivery as a joint process.
Any data replication in the vicinity of receivers increases efficiency. Several novel
concepts designed for a joint deployment of network and content providers as
well as end-users have been designed, among them nano data centers [3] with
replicators at controlled peers (e.g., set top boxes), hybrid Multicast [4, 5, 6, 7]
based on gateways, or a recent IETF initiative on Content Distribution Network
Interconnection (CDNI) [8]. Still keeping in mind the demands of ISPs, which
require a valid estimation of resources, and the size of end-users domains, content
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delivery as well as management in the Internet must be predictable and scalable
for the majority of users.
Content distribution on the overlay can proceed via data-driven (meshbased) approaches that pull content to maximize the utilization of upload capacities at clients at the cost of enhanced control overhead and delay [9, 10].
Alternatively, data is pushed down distribution trees, which minimize overhead
and delay, but show reduced robustness when inner nodes fail and do not exploit the upload capacities of leaves. Consequently, data-driven solutions face
wider deployment at end nodes, while tree-based systems are better adopted
in infrastructure-assisted or real-time services. This work examines distribution systems with predictable high-quality performance that, in particular, are
suitable for real-time data and focusses on trees.
Trees may reside on structured or unstructured P2P networks. Several debates revolve around DHT performance and about their scalable stability under
churn. Current studies reveal that general objections do not hold and structured
approaches clearly outperform the unstructured [11, 12]. More importantly for
its ubiquitous presence in the future, IETF/IRTF activities enforce supplementing Internet services by DHTs, cf. the recently re-chartered P2P RG, as well
as the P2PSIP and ALTO working groups. Reload [13], the proposed generic
peer-to-peer protocol, will include mandatory support for a DHT. Thus, it is
reasonable to assume that DHT substrates will populate the future Internet.
With respect to these observations, we focus our discussion on structured overlays.
In this paper, we present an analytical model complemented by extensive
simulations for content delivery on prefix-based overlay trees. We examine
BIDIR-SAM [14], a generic multicast distribution scheme built as an abstract
prefix tree whose vertices are mapped to specific peers only at packet forwarding.
In contrast to common (reverse path) routing trees, the use of prefix-directed
forwarding allows for a late next-hop binding at runtime and thereby eliminates
the stability breach common to trees caused by a departure of inner nodes. Data
forwarding on abstract prefix trees attains the following additional advantages:
It allows for source-specific bi-directional shared trees, which enable an arbitrary overlay node to distribute data along forward-oriented shortest paths. It
does not rely on any kind of rendezvous point, but offers fault-tolerant routing,
arbitrary redundancy for packets and paths, and remains mobility-agnostic.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows: We rigorously show that
prefix-based content delivery attains strictly predictable performance in forwarding and all relevant cost measures, which scale logarithmically with network
and receiver sizes. It exhibits a churn resistance similar to the underlying keybased routing layer and a multicast efficiency scaling factor close to native group
communication protocols. These results make the approach especially suitable
for large and very large content groups. Detailed comparisons are drawn to
Scribe [15], a generic shared tree approach derived from reverse path forwarding on top of the same structured overlay. On the one hand, our analytical
insights will help content providers and ISPs to reliably predict future performance demands. On the other hand, they show that structured overlays enable
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scalable dynamic content delivery and adaptive CDNs.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We present related
work on content delivery in the context of structured P2P networks in Section 2. Section 3 describes the prefix-based routing approach, which serves as
implementation for our modeling. We model and analyze the content delivery
analytically in Section 4 and based on simulations in Section 5, deriving its
characteristic performance measures in comparison to the generic shared tree
approach Scribe. We discuss the overall insights and conclude in Section 6
2. Related Work
Inspired by file sharing demands, many P2P systems have been developed
over the past decade with solutions concentrating on maximizing client performance like upload capacities and NAT resilience. Recent research has identified
the problems in delivery performance of the resulting pull-based distribution
meshes [10], its scheduling [16], and in particular addressed scenarios of realtime video streaming for IPTV-type applications [17, 18]. Starting from the
interesting first hand principle of stochastic phase space simulations, Carra et
al. [19] compared the general performance characteristics of tree- and meshbased approaches. Leaving control overhead unconsidered, the authors derived
that delivery delays of both schemes can approach similar performance values.
At the same time, their analysis revealed that – given heterogeneous upload
conditions – tree structures need to carefully adapt to deployment conditions
and should reflect unbalanced network environments. The analysis of our work
focuses on a generic tree construction scheme that admits a fair fan-out distribution at end points. However, using delegation mechanisms described in Section
3.5, trees can include data transfer at a minimal outdegree of 1 and thereby
adapt to bottlenecks.
Derived from structured P2P routing, several group communication services
have been developed with the aim of seamless deployability as application layer
or overlay multicast. Among the most popular approaches are multicast on
CAN [20], Bayeux [21] as derived from Tapestry, and Scribe [15] or SplitStream [22] based on Pastry [23]. These approaches essentially branch in two
algorithmic directions: Restricted broadcast uses DHTs to generate a structured sub-overlay network of group members, which thereafter is flooded (e.g.,
CAN). The second class erects distribution trees from explicit group member
management. Identifying rendezvous points from group ID hashes, Scribe and
SplitStream generate shared trees from reverse path forwarding, while Bayeux
constructs shortest paths trees from source-specific client subscriptions. Performing receiver tracking at a source-centric group control, Bayeux exhibits linear growth in listener-state information. To the best of our knowledge, neither
a structured any-source multicast scheme is known that distributes data along
shortest path trees, nor a structured overlay multicast that strictly adheres to
logarithmically scalable costs.
DHT-based multicast performance has been thoroughly studied in [24] based
on simulations with the comparative focus on tree-based and flooding approaches.
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The separate construction of mini-overlays per group was shown to incur significant overhead. In addition, flooding was found to be outperformed by forwarding along trees. BIDIR-SAM uses a constrained flooding on prefix-subtrees [25]
for group management with exponentially decreasing message load per receiver
rank. Its data distribution follows optimal shortest-path trees.
Many unstructured P2P overlay multicast concepts exist [2]. Operating at a
lower algorithmic complexity, but significantly higher control signaling efforts,
performance characteristics for unstructured schemes differ. While DHT-based
schemes are close to optimal with respect to message overhead and forwarding
efficiency, they tend to create unbalanced distribution trees as an outcome of
structured routing rules. Multicast tree properties comparing structured and
unstructured schemes have been explored in [26]. Focusing on Scribe and SplitStream, and in agreement with our results, the authors identified a highly unbalanced forwarding load at inner tree nodes along with large fluctuations in delay.
Our subsequent analysis reveals fairly balanced outdegrees in prefix-directed
group distribution at very low, predictable jitter.
For the sake of completeness, we mention that probabilistic, gossip-based
protocols (e.g., [27]) form an alternate approach to the large-scale content distribution problem. By increasing scalability through reducing coordinative information, those algorithms attempt to optimize the likelihood of a uniformly
correct packet delivery. Following a merely probabilistically guided broadcast,
these solutions tend to generate duplicates on a large scale.
As part of the fundamental debates on multicast, efficiency has come into focus. Grounded on empirical observations on the IP layer, Chuang and Sirbu [28]
proposed a scaling power–law for the total number LN (g) of links in a multicast
shortest path tree with g receivers of the form LN (g) ≈ < LU > g 0.8 , where
< LU > represents the average number of unicast hops. Subsequent empirical and analytical work in [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] has debated the applicability
of the Chuang and Sirbu law. Van Mieghem et al. [30] proved that the proposed power law cannot hold in general. Multicast cost efficiency for overlay
tree structures have been examined in [34] experimentally and analytically, the
latter using complete k-ary trees with receivers placed at leaf nodes and inner
vertices. In general, no clear indication of a power law could be identified in the
paper. The authors conclude that a power exponent of α = 0.9 becomes visible
for small numbers of receivers. In large scale simulations, this work identifies
a power law simular to the Chuang and Sirbu observation for prefix-directed
distribution, while Scribe’s exponent slightly exceeds the theoretical estimate
for overlay multicast.
3. Prefix-based, Adaptive Large-Scale Content Delivery
Efficient packet forwarding for group data follows a distribution tree, in
which branching nodes duplicate packets. The tree is based on a unicast network
layer, which in structured overlays is provided by a key-based routing (KBR)
implemented in DHTs such as Pastry [23] or Kademlia [35]. In this section,
we briefly sketch BIDIR-SAM [14], a group distribution mechanism that follows
5

an abstract prefix tree and allows for late binding. Prefix branching points are
mapped to actual nodes only at forwarding. This can be based on any overlay
prefix-routing substrate such as Pastry or Kademlia. BIDIR-SAM implements
a group communication scheme with the exclusive advantage that any source
can immediately distribute data according to source-specific shortest path trees.
It does not require dedicated replication nodes such as rendezvous points. The
prefix tree structure gives flexibility for inter-domain content delivery networks,
as prefixes may be assigned to specific domains, causing traffic localization. Our
subsequent work on an analytical performance model is based on the algorithmic
definition of this prefix-based content delivery in structured P2P networks.
3.1. General Background
Prefix-directed routing gives rise to a high degree of flexibility, and is used by
DHTs (e.g., Pastry). A prefix represents all nodes whose identifier contains it.
In general, routing data towards a prefix does not directly address a specific peer,
but a set of nodes. Only at the forwarding decision will the prefix be resolved by
selecting a destination node. Consequently, any tree structure based on prefixes
may adapt to load or mobility, and is shielded from volatile peers as long as the
mapping from prefixes to peers is maintained.
3.2. The Core Protocol
The BIDIR-SAM distribution tree is built from a prefix-based structured
overlay. Overlay IDs are created using an alphabet of k digits. A prefix tree
covering all DHT members can be immediately derived by identifying leaves as
overlay IDs of all DHTs members and labeling recursively inner vertices with
the longest common prefix (LCP ) of their children. For sending a packet from
the root to the leaves of the broadcast tree, each peer needs to decide on packet
replication according to its current branching position on the tree. This context
awareness can be gained from adding a destination prefix C to the packets. C will
be updated hopwise with growing length. Downward forwarding is then simply
achieved by routing to all neighboring prefixes that share C. This mechanism,
called Prefix Flooding [25], can be applied at any level of the tree structure
and does not require explicit group management.
3.3. Group Membership Management
In contrast to broadcast, multicast implements a selective distribution strategy, where group members represent a subset of the peers. Each peer is a potential multicast forwarder, serving as an intermediate destination for a prefix
it shares. Consequently, a new multicast listener has to be announced so that
all forwarding nodes can store the corresponding neighboring prefix. This prefix
represents the root of a subtree which covers multiple multicast listeners. Thus,
only the first join and last leave has to be propagated outside this subtree.
To distribute data along a multicast distribution tree, a BIDIR-SAM peer
K with overlay ID K maintains a multicast forwarding table M F TG for each
multicast group G. This list contains all prefixes, which serve as destinations
6
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Figure 1: Prefix tree highlighting all vertices associated with node 000111

adjacent to K. To join or leave a multicast group, a BIDIR-SAM node injects a
state update into the unicast prefix tree. The first and last receiver of the group
flood their join and leave message in the complete (unicast) overlay network. For
all further group members, the state update is propagated within the smallest
subtree including receivers and covering the multicast listener. Using M F TG
tables and Prefix Flooding, the algorithm works as follows:
BIDIR-SAM Join/Leave Injection
 Invoking this function at peer K for group G
1 if M F T G = ∅
 Flood root (*) of the prefix tree
2
then Prefix Flooding Join/LeaveMessage To *
 Select longest prefix in forwarding table
3
else Select L ∈ M F T G : |L| ≥ |L0 |, ∀ L0 ∈ M F T G
 Creates root of subtree to flood
4
C ← LCP (L, K)
5
Prefix Flooding Join/LeaveMessage To C
On the reception of a state update, the following function will be called to
include or delete multicast forwarding entries and to route the message down
the unicast prefix tree.
BIDIR-SAM Receive
 Denote the prefix of length l of a key A by pref ix(l, A)
 On arrival of message m for group G from peer P at node K
1 L ← LCP (P, K)
2 L0 ← pref ix(|L| + 1, P)
3 if type(m) = Leave
4
then M F T G ← M F T G \ L0
5 elseif type(m) = Join
6
then M F T G ← M F T G ∪ L0
7 Prefix Flooding m To L
Based on the stepwise prefix elongation and the tree structure, no loops occur. The BIDIR-SAM join/leave algorithm consequently terminates and sends
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Figure 2: Consecutive receivers join group G. BIDIR-SAM join procedure shows signaling
flow (arrows) and evolving multicast forwarding table per peer.

the group membership messages to all peers of the ’local’ subtree. Furthermore, it guarantees a multicast spanning tree. The join procedure and thus the
distributed state establishment is illustrated in Fig. 2 for four receivers.
3.4. Data Fowarding
Based on its group membership functions, BIDIR-SAM constructs a bidirectional shared tree covering all overlay multicast listeners. Prefix neighbors towards receivers are stored in a decentralized multicast forwarding table
M F T G , which is controlled individually by each overlay node. An arbitrary peer
can act as multicast source, while it sends the data to all entries in M F T G . The
packets will then be forwarded to the leaves of the multicast tree:
BIDIR-SAM Forwarding
 On arrival of packet with destination prefix C
 for group G at DHT node of ID K
1 for all Ni IDs in M F T G
2
do if LCP (C, Ni ) = C
 Ni is downtree neighbor
3
then Cnew ← Ni
4
Forward packet to Cnew
Data is sent to roots of subtrees as extracted from the multicast forwarding table, and distributed therein with growing destination prefix. Thus, all
multicast listeners receive the data exactly once and the algorithm terminates.
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3.5. Protocol Extensions
The BIDIR-SAM core protocol creates and manages a generic shared family
of source trees in prefix space, which allows for unique multicast data transmission from any node in a prefix-optimized fashion. It is open to additional
features as desired by the application or network scenario.
As all peers in a BIDIR-SAM overlay multicast are equally suited to serve as
a content root for a given group, neighboring peers may serve as relays. Thereby
it offers fault-tolerant routing, arbitrary redundancy for packets and paths, and
remains mobility agnostic in the sense that mobile senders can seamlessly transmit multicast data from any location, while listeners may need to activate prefix
branches for distribution, which are in network proximity for regional moves.
Furthermore, it facilitates dynamic multipath transport without effort and may
give rise to end-to-end resource pooling in multicast, thereby filling the gap
left in [36]. These improvements apply without extra signaling or management
overhead.
3.6. Application Example: Prefix Aggregation in P2P TV
The distribution structure of BIDIR-SAM can be naturally applied to nextgeneration P2P IPTV scenarios, as it allows for inherent proximity between end
users and optimized traffic flows. With respect to current viewing practices, the
authors in [37] propose a cooperative multicast and P2P approach, which spans
P2P distribution among set-top boxes (STBs). Recalling the typical IPTV architecture, STBs are aggregated by Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexers
(DSLAMs). If all peers behind the same DSLAM carry the same prefix, distribution among them will remain local and backbone crossing is minimized. Group
join and leave messaging among receivers will likewise stay local to DSLAM
domains, and facilitate fast channel switching. This adaptation to the network
architecture occurs automatically and does not require any signaling.
A corresponding prefix assignment can be achieved by splitting the hash
function used for node ID creation across the DSLAMs. As overlay IDs do not
carry further semantic, a common prefix can be assigned to all nodes behind a
DSLAM. Each DSLAM thus corresponds virtually to an inner vertex label of the
BIDIR-SAM distribution tree. Based on the BIDIR-SAM distribution structure,
locality-aware large-scale content distribution can be deployed without provider
interaction.
3.7. Performance Metrics
We will analyze the performance of prefix-based content delivery based on
the metrics described in this section. Our analytical results (Section 4) are
verified by simulations (Section 5). In addition, we compare the results for
prefix-directed data distribution with the well-known rendezvous point-based
scheme Scribe [15].
Hop count measures the number of overlay routing hops that a packet needs
on its way from the source to the destination.
9

Multicast forwarding entries corresponds to the number of downstream entries required at a peer. This value represents the storage space at a
multicast peer. It also characterizes the number of children per overlay
node in the distribution tree. Thus, it describes an upper bound for the
packet replications in BIDIR-SAM and corresponds to the replication load
in Scribe.
Signaling load measures the average number of multicast join messages initiated due to a subscription of a new multicast listener. This value quantifies
the cost at peers of incorporating a new receiver in the multicast tree.
Packet replication load quantifies the number of packets a peer has to forward. This metric reflects the number of direct neighbors per node in the
distribution tree.
Multicast efficiency defines, similarly to [28], the ratio of the average number
of traversed overlay hops by distributing the data via multicast and the
average overlay unicast path length. This normalized measure reflects the
economic effect of multicast over repeated unicast.
Delay stretch measures the ratio of the overlay and native multicast path
length with respect to [24]. It is worth noting that only the stretch depends
on the underlying network topology.
Packet delivery ratio measures the relative number of packets that are correctly transported to the receivers. This metric is applied at the occurrence
of churn and estimates the robustness of the overlay scheme in unstable
member conditions.
4. Analytical Model & Performance Results
The well defined prefix structure of the content delivery scheme BIDIRSAM (cf., Section 3) allows for a detailed theoretical analysis, yielding strong
analytical results for all major properties. To clarify the underlying model,
we first give an overview of the concepts and notations and outline common
properties as needed further on.
4.1. The General Model and Basic Properties
For a given key space of alphabet size k and key length h, we consider the
corresponding k-ary prefix tree as basic structure. Therein N overlay nodes
with prefix set {N } are uniformly placed at leaf nodes of the prefix tree. In
particular, for any node K with key K, the probability of attaining a specific
digit x reads
1
, where δi (K) denotes the i−th digit of K
k
Consider an arbitrary prefix C of length j. The probability for a random
overlay node to share this prefix equals ( k1 )j , any (ordered) sequence of keys, l
P (δi (K) = x) =

10

j

k
h

h−j

Figure 3: A Prefix tree with inner vertices defining the root of subtrees with self-similar
properties due to the recursive nature of k-ary trees

keys with prefix C and N −l keys not sharing C, occurs with probability ( k1j )l (1−
1 N −l
. Accounting for all possible orderings yields the node distribution in
kj )
prefix space,
   l 
N −l
N
1
1
P (|{N ∈ {N }| LCP (C, N ) = C}| = l) =
1− j
,
l
kj
k

(1)

which is Binomial. The prefix C of length j correspondents to the root of a
subtree Th−j of height h − j as visualized in Figure 3. Hence, Equation 1 also
describes the distribution of nodes populating subtrees.
The keys representing the overlay nodes span a random recursive k-ary tree
with inhomogeneous branching rates. An inner vertex represented by the prefix
C at level j − 1 on the path to a given node S with key S, will be a branch of the
prefix tree, if a node K with key K exists, such that LCP (S, K) = C. The latter
is equivalent to the existence of a node that attains a dedicated prefix of length
j − 1, and any of k − 1 from k values at the j-th digit. The probability that
none of the N − 1 remaining nodes carry a dedicated prefix of length j equals
N −1
1 − k1j
. Hence, the branching probability of the overlay prefix structure
at level j − 1 reads

N −1 !
1
PBranch (j − 1) = 1 − 1 − j
· (k − 1)
(2)
k
Any distribution system for a multicast group is organized in accordance
with this overlay prefix structure. Consider a group G of g receivers. We
assume that receivers are independently chosen among overlay nodes with the
uniform probability rg = Ng .1 The BIDIR–SAM algorithm aggregates multicast
receivers according to longest prefixes.
Theorem 1. For a multicast group G resident in a prefix-structured overlay of
k-ary alphabet and N nodes, the probability that a given prefix C of length j is
1 This

assumption is supported in both, theory by [29] and Internet measurements by [31].
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attained by at least one out of g receivers is given by
P (| {G ∈ G| LCP (C, G) = C} | ≥ 1)
 

g
1
g N
= 1− 1− j
= 1 − e− kj + O
k N
N

(3)

Proof. The conditional probability (denoted by k ) that none of the nodes is
a multicast receiver, while the number NC of nodes with prefix C in the overlay
equals l, reads
l

P (| {G ∈ G| LCP (C, G) = C} | = 0 k NC = l) = (1 − rg )
NC is distributed according to Equation 1, hence

P (| {G ∈ G| LCP (C, G) = C} | = 0)
l 
N −l 
N  
X
1
g N
N
1 − rg
1
−
=
1
−
,
=
kj
kj
kj N
l
l=0

where the last line was obtained by evaluating the binomial expansion series [38].


x N
+ O N1
Taking the complementary weight and observing that ex = 1 + N
proves the theorem.
It is worth noting that in large overlay networks the prefix distribution of
multicast receivers is effectively independent of the overlay size.
4.2. Size of Multicast Forwarding Tables
An upper bound for the state table can be easily derived through the following observation: Any overlay node is situated as a leaf in the prefix tree and
has all vertices on the shortest path to the root associated with it. Thus, the
number of neighbors equals the sum of the neighbors at each associated vertex.
For an alphabet of base k the latter is bound by k − 1. The number of vertices
towards the tree root is limited by the height of the tree, which is maximal when
all branches are binary.
Theorem 2. For any overlay node in a k-ary prefix tree with g receivers, the
the number of multicast forwarding table entries is bound by log2 (g)(k − 1).
We now want to determine the distribution of multicast forwarding states on
the prefix tree. At every level j, an overlay node may face 0 to k − 1 neighboring
vertices connecting different receivers.
Theorem 3. In the BIDIR-SAM multicast scheme of a group with g receivers,
the probability distribution P (j, l) that a given overlay node holds l multicast
forwarding entries of prefix length j reads




l 
k−1−l
g
g
1
k−1 
− j+1
− j+1
P (j, l) =
1−e k
e k
+O
(4)
l
N2
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Figure 4: Analytical results for prefix alphabets of k = 4 and k = 16

Proof. For a given node consider the possible vertices connecting to the k − 1
subtrees at level j. A forwarding state for a particular vertex will be required,
if and only if a receiver exists in the corresponding subtree. Being member of a
particular subtree with root at level j is equivalent to carrying a prefix of length
j + 1; its probability was given in Equation 3. Selecting l forwarders among the
k − 1 vertices, and adding all possible orderings proves the theorem.
Mean functions are plotted in Figure 4(a) for different alphabets. Table entries remain significantly below upper bounds given in Theorem 2, reproducing
nicely the logarithmic dependency on g. Increase with k remains sublinear.
4.3. Replication Load
The maximal value of the replication load is defined by the number of forwarding table entries and comes into effect with a destination prefix of zero
length. Routing from zero prefixes occurs only at the multicast source and
leads to the immediate implication of Theorem 2:
Corollary 1. The multicast replication load for any overlay node remains less
or equal to log2 (g)(k − 1).
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In the general case, multicast forwarding occurs in combination with a destination prefix of length j, which rules out all table entries of shorter prefix
length.
Corollary 2. Denote by RP L(j, g) the multicast replication load at a node in
an overlay participating in the BIDIR-SAM multicast with prefix length j. Then
< RP L(j, g) >=

h−1
X
i=j

g

(k − 1)(1 − e− ki )

Characteristic distributions of the replication load are drawn in Figure 4(b),
showing a steady decrease in packet replication on the way from source to receivers. Smaller alphabets noticeably smoothen the distributions, which suggests k serving as a tuning parameter of the multicast distribution tree.
4.4. Signaling Load
Signaling in schemes like BIDIR-SAM consists of the Join and Leave messages, which are flooded to overlay subtrees selected according to established
forwarding states.
Consider an established group G of g receivers in the overlay network. A
node newly joining (or leaving) group G will change the group members to g + 1
in distributing its Join to the smallest subtree containing its own ID and at
least one previous receiver. The probability P (j, g) that a Join injection occurs
at level j, or at a subtree of height h − j, is equal to the probability that one
of the previous g group members shares the prefix of length j with the newly
joining node, but none does with the extended prefix of length j + 1. Hence,
using Equation 3, we derive
Theorem 4. The probability P (j, g) for distributing a Join or Leave message

g
g
within a prefix tree at injection level j reads P (j, g) = (1−e− kj )e− kj+1 +O N1 ,
where g is the number of group members prior to signaling.
From this distribution the expected number of nodes within the subtrees can
be deduced (see [39] for a proof).
Corollary 3. The expected ratio of flooded nodes is well approximated by
g

(1 − e−g )e− k +



g
g
k
e− kh+1 − e− k (k + 1)+
g(k + 1) ln k

g
g(k+1)
e− k − e− kh+1 (k+1)

where g is the number of group members prior to signaling.
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The results are displayed in Figure 4(c) as functions of the joining receiver
rank. Signaling expenses admit a strong exponential decay in the expected
number of flooded nodes. The mean number of messages issued for Join/Leave
signaling reduces to below 1 % for group sizes above 500, keeping group management costs marginal in larger distribution scenarios. Signaling expenses decrease
almost linearly with k. Again, k serves as a tuning parameter acting in the same
direction as for the replication load.
4.5. Hop Count
We first recall that prefix routing proceeds down a prefix tree and hence hop
numbers are limited by its height.
Theorem 5. Any multicast receiver in an overlay of N receivers that performs
a prefix routing using an alphabet of k ≥ 2 digits will receive a packet after at
most log2 (N ) hops. In the presence of Pastry overlay routing, the number of
hops attained on average equals log2b (N ) with k = 2b .
Compliant with our model, we now want to derive a hop count distribution
that represents sparsely scattered receivers in a prefix tree.
On the path from the source to the receivers, a multicast packet traverses an
overlay hop, whenever the distribution tree branches at the corresponding prefix
C. Taking the branching rate given in Equation 2, the corresponding recurrence
relation of the hop count frequency can be written as

N −1 
· (k − 1) · fh−1,k,N (j − 1) (5)
fh,k,N (j) = fh−1,k,N (j) + 1 − 1 − k −j

N −1 
with f1,k,N (0) = 1, f1,k,N (1) = 1 − 1 − k −1
(k − 1).
Solving the recursion leads to
Theorem 6. The hop count frequency fh,k,N attained at prefix routing on N
overlay nodes with independent uniformly distributed identifiers is given by
  Y
j 
N −1 
h
fh,k,N (j) =
·
1 − 1 − k −i
· (k − 1)j .
j
i=0

(6)

The hop count frequency fh,k,N (j) is plotted in Figure 4(d) in normalized
form. Mean and width of the distributions grow as k decreases, acting in opposite direction of the branching properties investigated above. A distribution
instance optimizing replication and signaling load by using a small prefix alphabet will encounter a moderate increase of routing hops in packet delivery.
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5. Simulation Results
In this section, we will verify our analytical results by simulations. We
compare the performance of prefix-directed forwarding (BIDIR-SAM) with a
rendezvous point approach (i.e., Scribe). Scribe is used in its standard implementation [15]. BIDIR-SAM as well as Scribe are implemented on top of the
key-based routing layer Pastry. The simulation starts after a proactive routing maintenance has completely filled Pastry’s routing tables. The cost for
this additional routing maintenance is low, as incomplete routing tables rarely
occur. The simulations are performed on OMNeT++ 3.3 [40], extended by
OverSim [41].
Pastry is configured in its original version with a key length of 128 bits
and a varying prefix alphabet size k.2 In agreement with the multicast routing
protocol aspects of investigation (cf., Section 3.7), we either select the simple
model of OverSim [41] with a homogeneous link delay of 1 ms, or predicted
network distances based on the global network positioning [42] and CAIDA
Skitter data.
The simulations are conducted for small, medium and large overlays of 100,
1,000 and 10,000 nodes. Among all peers, one uniformly distributed content
source is chosen along with its group address. Receivers are also picked uniformly among nodes, but distinct from the source. We average our results over
all samples of identical settings.
5.1. Multicast Forwarding Table (MFT) Size
The average MFT size is visualized in Figure 5(a) as a function of the number
of receivers for different network sizes. Both schemes scale independently of the
overlay dimension due to the local view of multicast forwarders. Focusing on
mean values, Scribe outperforms BIDIR-SAM as the average number of entries
grows only marginally with the group size and remains below 5. However, all
BIDIR-SAM tables increase within strict logarithmic bounds as functions of
receivers, which complies with the scaling properties of the underlying DHT.
It is worth noting that the additional entries in BIDIR-SAM provide inherent
redundancy as distributed prefixes cover multiple peers.
Large fluctuations, as indicated by the (first) error bars in Figure 5(a), are
well known for Scribe. Although its average number of tables entries is almost
constant, maximal values range up to 5,600 entries for large overlays with a
high receiver ratio. The distribution of group states reveals, that almost all
peers keep a MFT without entries, but some dedicated overlay nodes maintain
single states for up to 80 % of the receivers. In contrast, BIDIR-SAM fills its
routing tables in a balanced way.
2 We present only figures for k = 16 as results show qualitative similar behavior to our
analytical study.
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Figure 5: Simulation results for prefix alphabet of k = 16

5.2. Signaling Load
Figure 6 displays the average signaling load for join/leave for different group
sizes ranked by receiver subscription order. The number of issued joins is higher
in BIDIR-SAM than in Scribe, which is also indicated by the different axis scales.
This behavior reflects directly the difference of underlying group management
algorithms and corresponds to our analysis of the MFT size. In BIDIR-SAM,
each new receiver floods a prefix subtree of different height, whereas Scribe submits single subscriptions on unicast paths towards the rendezvous point (RP).
In BIDIR-SAM, the load decays exponentially with the number of receivers.
For larger multicast groups with a receiver to overall peer ratio of more than
50 %, BIDIR-SAM approximates asymptotically the signaling load of Scribe.
Any BIDIR-SAM peer, however, owns at this time a richer, redundant excerpt
of the overall prefix tree. While Scribe states represent a single shared tree,
which may break into incoherent parts, whenever intermediate states are lost
[26], BIDIR-SAM distributes its states among nodes, procuring a redundant
source-specific tree infrastructure suitable for resource pooling.
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Figure 6: Effective joins per receiver for prefix alphabet of k = 16

Join signaling may be tuned by adjusting the prefix alphabet size. Decreasing k accelerates BIDIR-SAM convergence (graphs omitted). Scribe shows an
opposite effect and increases slightly with the submitted joins as paths to the
rendezvous point enlarge.
5.3. Delay Stretch
Figure 5(b) visualizes the delay stretch for the maximum delays (RMD)
and average delays (RAD) [24] as function of the receiver population. Clearly,
BIDIR-SAM outperforms Scribe in both measures attaining a stretch of 1.5 1.7 with negligible standard variations. Surprisingly, the average gain is considerably higher than the ratio of maximum delays. This discrepancy between
RAD and RMD behavior can be explained by regarding rendezvous point effects
within a fluctuating underlay topology. Routing via an RP may add a relative
delay up to the maximum to the average, but at most a constant to RMD.
It is worth noting that the delay model does not reflect asymmetric routes,
which would positively affect the performance of BIDIR-SAM in contrast to
Scribe due to forward oriented path setup.
5.4. Replication Load
A detailed view of the packet replication for a varying number of receivers
in a fixed size overlay is given in Figure 7.3 Both schemes exhibit a sharp
peak for low replication values and decay exponentially. However, they differ
significantly in detail. The standard variation increases linearly for Scribe and
negligibly for BIDIR-SAM with a higher receiver population.
The asymptotical growth of the packet replication in Scribe depends strongly
on the group size. Additional listeners of content, thus, increase the maximal
3 We omitted the distribution for different network sizes and receiver populations as the
overall shape depends mainly on the number of listeners.
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Figure 7: Distribution of packet replication in a 10,000 node overlay, a varying receiver subscription ratio and a prefix alphabet of k = 16

replication load. This indicates a tendency that additional receivers construct
branches that meet the maximal load replicator, which further implies that a
single peer is responsible for forwarding the content to almost all group members.
In contrast, BIDIR-SAM balances the load. As visualized in the log-log plots
in Figure 7(c) and 7(d), the distribution of Scribe is heavy-tailed, decaying like
a power law with significant probabilities for very large replication values up to
7800. In contrast, the distribution of BIDIR-SAM admits a strict exponential
decay, with tail weights vanishing at 50. It reduces the replication maxima by
distributing the load fairly and evenly over the neighbors.
The branching factor k shifts weights of higher replications, which results in
a lower maximal load, but in a slightly increased load per peer and longer paths.
The reduced k smoothes the tail of BIDIR-SAM, as branches are populated more
densely and replications occur as multiples of k − 1 [39].
5.5. Hop Count
Figure 5(c) visualizes the hop count distribution for an overlay of 10,000
nodes. For Scribe, the RP is clearly visible by elongating the paths by at least
one hop. Further simulations show that in an overlay with 100 nodes Scribe attains hXi = 2.68, σX = 0.52 and BIDIR-SAM hXi = 1.91, σX = 0.55; for 1,000
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Figure 8: Successful packet delivery under churn for varying node lifetimes

peers hXi = 3.53, σX = 0.87 and hXi = 2.68, σX = 0.63 respectively. Thus, both
approaches exhibit a logarithmically increasing path length, which results from
the underlying Pastry prefix tree. The standard deviations grow logarithmically
in BIDIR-SAM, but linearly in Scribe. Thus, BIDIR-SAM tightly concentrates
path lengths around the average and Scribe develops longer branches with higher
weights. A smaller prefix alphabet increases the height of the constructed distribution tree, but preserves the general behavior of both approaches.
5.6. Packet Delivery Ratio
We evaluate the resilience of peers against churn following a lifetime churn
model. Real-world measurements revealed that session lengths are similar across
different networks and well approximated by a Weibull distribution [43]. According to previous studies [11] and consistent with our deployment scenarios,
we analyze the robustness of BIDIR-SAM for moderate lifetimes per peer, varying the scale parameter of the Weibull distribution from 100 to 800 seconds
with a constant shape parameter of 1. The model is applied to all peers except
the content source, which is not affected by churn. It is worth noting that we
use plain Pastry without any special optimizations for churn. This is not a
limitation as we do not want to study the robustness properties for specific implementations but want to explore the relative behaviour of the different content
distribution concepts.
The packet delivery ratio for BIDIR-SAM, Scribe, and Pastry are shown
in Figure 8. BIDIR-SAM attains performance values similar to Pastry with a
success ratio of up to 90%. For Scribe the packet loss is significantly higher. For
long sessions, it delivers only 40% of the data. The results show clearly that –
due to the late binding concept – the robustness of BIDIR-SAM depends directly
on Pastry. BIDIR-SAM benefits from the virtualized prefix tree concept, which
adaptively selects available next hop neighbors, respecting the current state of
the underlying key-based routing protocol. In contrast to this, Scribe performs
an early binding at group management time and relies on a single rendezvous
point. Both aspects remarkably enhance the churn effects inherited from Pastry.
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5.7. Multicast Efficiency
The normalized multicast efficiency is plotted in Figure 5(d) for different
overlay sizes. For comparison, we also show the normalized multicast efficiency
with respect to the analysis by Chuang and Sirbu [28]. Using a standard prefix
alphabet with 16 digits, the absolute efficiency values of BIDIR-SAM and Scribe
are higher than observed by Chuang and Sirbu for native multicast. However,
this metric reflects the scaling behavior of multicast protocols with growing
group sizes. The slope, which represents the scaling factor, is calculated based
on a linear fit. It is clearly visible that the basic BIDIR-SAM tree grows with
a rate similar to native multicast. In contrast, Scribe exhibits a higher scaling
factor. This indicates that Scribe paths are constructed less efficiently. The
observation coincides with our previous results, which show a high, unicast-like
replication load for Scribe around a single node.
6. Discussion & Conclusion
This paper presented an analytical model for prefix-directed forwarding in
structured P2P networks. The model is based on k-ary trees. It allows for performance predictions and enables stakeholders to forecast capacity requirements.
We verified and extended our results by simulations. As a concrete protocol implementation we used BIDIR-SAM, an overlay content delivery approach that
enables any peer to distribute data directly into a content group. Using a logical
prefix overlay and a bi-directional, shared distribution tree, costs in signaling
and forwarding are strictly predictable and scale logarithmically with the network and group size. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic
analysis of an overlay content delivery approach that distributes data within a
shared tree model on source-specific shortest path trees. Our theoretical analysis
quantifies measurements almost in exact agreement with the empirical calculations.
We compared content delivery on bi-directional shared distribution trees
with the paradigm of rendezvous point-based schemes. For the latter we used
the implementation Scribe. Prefix-directed forwarding admits superior performance in overall data distribution and scaling behavior, in particular when
scaling towards very large networks and content groups. Scribe, which erects a
single shared tree, outperforms BIDIR-SAM on average with respect to the tree
construction costs for small size groups, but obligates dedicated overlay nodes
with unbound storage and forwarding load. As a result, Scribe performance
values fluctuate on a large scale, leading in particular to high jitter values at
the receiver nodes.
In the following, we will detail implications for deployments. Under the
perspective of practical relevance, we do this for both real protocols, BIDIRSAM and Scribe.
6.1. Large-Scale vs. Small Groups
Our analysis reveals that BIDIR-SAM packet distribution metrics and overall
resource requirements scale evenly as logarithmic functions of the group size,
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while most performance values of Scribe fluctuate on a scale linearly growing
with group members. In contrast to Scribe, BIDIR-SAM has to flood prefix
listener subscriptions to prefix (sub-)trees, whose size depend on the receiver
population. While the first join message is distributed to all overlay nodes, the
cost decays exponentially with further multicast listeners. Groups exceeding
500 receivers in large overlays closely approach the very low costs of Scribe.
Thus, for application scenarios with a stable number of receivers, BIDIR-SAM
exhibits appropriate cost, even while most of the multicast listeners may change.
Multicast state updates directly influence multicast forwarding table sizes.
In general, the average number of entries per peer is higher in BIDIR-SAM
than in Scribe. Nevertheless, BIDIR-SAM table sizes exhibit a strict logarithmic bound, while storage in Scribe may grow linearly. Individual Scribe peers
frequently store almost all multicast forwarding states. In contrast, BIDIRSAM instantaneously distributes states fairly among all peers in small and in
large groups.
Additionally, BIDIR-SAM outperforms Scribe with respect to the forwarding costs. A BIDIR-SAM multicast sender can control the maximal load it
imposes onto the distribution infrastructure, which is a simple but effective
QoS instrument. Based on the structural protocol properties it follows that in
case of multiple sources, the source-specific distribution model of BIDIR-SAM
will balance the load automatically.
BIDIR-SAM always operates on a single virtual distribution tree, which
is collectively known at peers. This common forwarding instruction leads to
a coherent overlay routing performance among all peers, and is of particular
importance for multipath transport. The latter becomes vital in mobility or load
sharing scenarios. It further prevents BIDIR-SAM from admitting intolerable
jitter values under source variations as have been observed for SplitStream.
6.2. The Problem of Asymmetric Routes
Observing the hop count and packet replication distribution, the question
arises about the more fundamental reasons why BIDIR-SAM consistently outperforms Scribe. Leaving aside the RP-issues, the main conceptual difference
between data-driven tree approaches and prefix flooding follows from the method
of tree establishment. In general, data-driven trees will be constructed from reverse path forwarding. The tree is optimal as long as the routing table entries
are invertible. But if links between nodes admit asymmetrical weights, a source
may deliver data along suboptimal paths. Such a problem does not arise, if the
source constructs its tree according to forward routes.
In DHT-based group communication, the direction of tree establishment is
even more important. The distribution tree in Scribe is built from receiver
subscriptions towards the RP, but the packets flow in the inverse direction.
As the association of prefixes to nodes is not unique, two peers may select a
different destination for the same prefix. Thus diverse paths will be established,
even though packets could uniformly traverse the reverse directions following
the RP point of view. In contrast, BIDIR-SAM solely uses forward-oriented
directives, extracted directly from unicast DHT routing control.
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Optimized tree construction and data transmission throughout the underlay
are key controls for efficient group communication in DHTs. This work has
identified that reverse path selection in overlay and underlay turns into a severe
problem in the presence of asymmetric routing. Asymmetric routing paths
are also a problem for native group communication, because common multicast
routing is based on data-driven trees. Establishing forward paths in the Internet
is not as easy as it is in DHTs due to scaling issues. BIDIR-SAM changes
the paradigm of data-driven trees to source-driven distribution: Each source
represents the root of an implicitly defined distribution tree under appropriate
performance values.
6.3. Overall Performance
The performance of BIDIR-SAM is uniformly and strictly predictable over
all peers, whereas Scribe produces an unfair, irregularly fluctuating load at
forwarders. BIDIR-SAM constructs shorter paths and creates lower replication loads, which remain quite stable with growing group sizes. Operating
on forward-oriented, prefix-defined paths, BIDIR-SAM not only complies with
asymmetric links and hop alterations, but takes higher-than-average advantage
of proximity selections at the KBR layer.
BIDIR-SAM can nicely be tuned by the prefix alphabet parameter. A smaller
prefix alphabet directly smoothes the branching, which in turn reduces signaling
and replication load per peer. All deviations from mean values thereby remain
small. This overall balancing effect faces the increase in path lengths as its
only negative side-effect, while increase logarithmically with the alphabet size.
In contrast to this, the branching parameter has only marginal effects on the
performance of Scribe.
Prefix-based content delivery based on bi-directional shared tress is an interesting concept with promising performance properties. Our analytical model
provides a good foundation to evaluate its strengths and weaknesses. Considering the current debate on ISP-friendly P2P networks, it will be challenging
to extend the theoretical analysis to include underlay-overlay performance in
follow-up work.
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